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INTRODUCTION . . .



Water Slide Decals

What Are They?
Water slide decals are images printed within a clear film and bonded to a paper
backing sheet containing a dextrose adhesive and release layer.

The dextrose layer gives the decal the ability to slide off the paper and onto the
model (lubricity) when immersed in water for a few seconds.

Water slide decals are thinner than many other graphic application methods and can
be printed to a very high level of detail. As such, they are popular for scale modelling.

Until recently, water slide decals were professionally printed and available only in
supplied designs, but with the advent of printable decal paper for colour inkjet and
laser printers, custom decals can now be produced by the hobbyist or small business.



Screen Printed Decals
Screen printed decals are offered to the model railway hobby from several
manufacturers. Microscale Industries is perhaps the best known manufacturer in this
field.

This type of printing provides full control over colour rendering (including white) and
facilitates the printing of complex multi-colour graphics such as corporate heralds.

It also allows the manufacturer to print the decals within a clear film which is not
significantly larger than the image itself. This reduces the amount of excess decal
film to be applied to the model.

Examples of screen printed 
decals from Microscale 

Industries and Mainline Models



Inkjet or Laser Printed Decals
Several manufacturers sell inkjet or laser printed decals, or sell paper for hobbyists to
print their own decals at home. Highball Graphics is one such company.

This type of printing has evolved to a level where white lettering and multi-colour
decals are now possible, and has greatly benefitted the custom decal hobby.

With these types of decals, the decal film typically extends across the entire sheet.
This requires the modeller to cut out the decal and then trim away excess decal film.

Example of inkjet printed 
decals from ORO Decals,

and custom designed 
inkjet-printed decals



Model Railway Applications
The use of water slide decals for model railway hobbyists falls into two general
categories.

Decals can be used in scenic applications for structures, signs, roads, and so on. For
prototype modellers, these decals may assist us in suggesting a time and place for
our layout.

For example, applications such as advertisements on the sides of buildings or road
signs can indicate whether a scene is set in the 1950s or 1970s, or whether it is set in
Canada or the United States.

Examples of commercial and 
custom scenic decal sets for 

Canadian grain elevators



Model Railway Applications
Perhaps the most common use of water slide decals for model railway hobbyists is
the completion of custom painted locomotives and rolling stock.

Decals for locomotives and rolling stock typically comprise road numbers, railway
name, company herald, dimensional data, and other graphics.

The ability to decorate locomotives and rolling stock for a particular railway in a
specific era is a key component of prototype railway modelling.

Examples of commercial 
and custom decal sets for 

specific railway equipment



Who Makes Model Railway Decals?

Black Cat Publishing - screen and inkjet printed decals
Winnipeg, Manitoba - US and CDN roads in O, S, HO, & N Scales
www.blackcatdecals.com - specializing in Canadian railways

Blair Line LLC - decals for structures, billboards, roads, signs
Carthage, Missouri - decals for graffiti on rolling stock
www.blairline.com - available in O, HO and N Scales

Herald King Decals - selection of screen printed decals
Bettendorf, Iowa - US and CDN roads in HO Scale only
www.heraldkingdecals.com - N scale decals no longer available

Highball Graphics - large selection of inkjet printed decals
West Ossipee, New Hampshire - US and CDN roads in O, S, HO & N Scales
www.highballgraphics.com - includes the former ORO Decals line

Microscale Industries - large selection of screen printed decals
Fountain Valley, California - US and CDN roads in O, HO & N Scales
www.microscale.com - finishing and decal setting solutions



BEFORE WE BEGIN . . .



Preparation of Model Surface – Paint and Lettering Removal
Application of decals on locomotives or rolling stock is typically preceded by custom
painting. If the model is not undecorated, the existing lettering will need to be
removed so as not to show through the new paint. Some modellers also elect to
remove the existing paint.

Lettering on proprietary models is pad printed. It can be removed by applying
isopropyl alcohol with a Q tip. If it will not budge, a stronger liquid may be used.

Existing paint can be removed by immersing the shell in a gentle solvent liquid. Some
household cleaners such as Simple Green, Pine Sol or Easy Off will do the trick.



Renumbering Models without Repainting
Occasionally it is desirable to renumber a locomotive or freight car without repainting
the model. The procedure for renumbering without repainting is as follows:

#1 Remove numbering with isopropyl alcohol and a Qtips cotton swab. Use a
small amount and work slowly to avoid damaging the paint. As soon as the
lettering is off, remove all remaining alcohol.

#2 After applying a small amount of gloss coat to the area, apply the
replacement decals. Blend them in with a semi-gloss or flat coat, and if
desired, weathering.



Preparation of Model Surface – Paint and Gloss Coat
When painting and finishing models in preparation for decals, we want to ensure a
nice, even coat of paint on the model. Any crazing or roughness in the paint will be
accentuated when the decals go on.

The most important step in preparation of a model for water slide decals is the
application of a strong gloss coat (ie. Microscale’s Micro Gloss or similar) on top of the
paint for a nice, smooth surface.

We want to be able to slide our decals across the paint surface to manoeuvre them
into the correct position and alignment, and we want excess fluids to bead up and
evaporate off the model.



Tools

Shallow Container – for water in which to immerse decals
Small Flashlight – for illuminating white lettering
Scissors – for cutting out individual decals from the sheet
Xacto Knife – with new #11 blade for trimming decals
Tweezers – for handling decals during application
Brushes – for applying fluids and manoeuvring decals



Supplies

Reference Photos – essential for prototype modelling
Clean Water – for immersing decals (warm and distilled is best)
Paper Towel – for blotting decals after immersion
Xacto Blades – spare new #11 blades for trimming decals
Decal Solutions – Micro Set, Micro Sol, Solvaset



A Little Research
Before commencing a decal project, it is helpful to review photographs of the
prototype and familiarize yourself with what lettering goes where.

A typical boxcar from the early 1970s with end stencilling for the reporting marks and springs, 
side stencilling for reporting marks, dimensional data, railway logogram, and FRA symbols.



A photograph of a car from the opposite side reveals a few differences.  Can you spot them?



Testing For Proper Fit
I like to test fit decals prior to application, either with a photocopy of commercial
decals or printouts on paper of custom decals. If I am working with a custom decal
supplier, this is often done during the decal development process to confirm sizing.



LETS GET STARTED . . .



Cutting Out The Decals
When cutting out large decals from a sheet, scissors can be used. These are particularly
useful in achieving straight lines when cutting out long stripes.

For cutting out smaller decals or decals which are close together on the sheet, an Xacto
knife with a new #11 blade is best.



Cutting Out The Decals
We are very often applying white lettering which can be difficult to see against the
light blue backing sheet. Hint: Use a small flashlight shining across the sheet to
illuminate the lettering.



Trimming The Decals
Once cut out from the sheet, inkjet or laser printed decals will need to be trimmed. An
Xacto knife with new #11 blade is essential for this work. Hint: When trimming decals,
angle the blade to undercut the decal for a nice thin edge around the decal.



Soaking The Decals
The decal is immersed into a shallow container of water to release it from the backing
paper. Screen printed decals may require up to a minute of release time; inkjet or laser
printed decals may require only a few seconds. Use tweezers to handle the decals.



Blotting The Decals
After removal from the water, the excess water must be removed from the decal. Use
a paper towel to blot the decal and remove the excess water.



Applying Decal Solution
Prior to applying the decal to the model, apply Micro Set setting solution to the area on
the model where the decal will be applied. This solution will soften the decal and
activate the adhesion layer. Use a dedicated brush for this purpose.



Applying The Decals
Use tweezers to transfer the decal (still on its backing paper) to the model. Use a
dedicated brush to gently slide the decal from its backing sheet onto the model. When
the decal is successfully transferred, remove the backing sheet from the model.



Positioning The Decals
Use the brush to manoeuvre the decal into final position. If it does not move easily,
apply more fluid and/or use the end of the knife blade to move the decal.



Removing Excess Fluid
Use the brush to remove excess fluid beneath the decal. Work from the middle of the
decal to the outer edges. Brush along rivet strips or weld lines to improve adhesion.



Applying Setting Solution
Use a different brush to apply the final setting solution (Microscale Micro Sol or
Walthers Solvaset). Apply the fluid sparingly and leave it to do its work. The decal will
soften and possibly wrinkle during this process – leave it alone during this process!



Techniques for Irregular Surfaces
It is often necessary to apply decals over rivet strips, weld seams, or even over ribs.
While Solvaset will help with this, there are some additional techniques which can be
employed, including additional softening during application, sequential application or
cutting and pasting.



Final Seal Coat
After the decals have been applied and allowed to set, any fluid or water stains can be
removed with isopropyl alcohol on a Q tip. The model should then receive a final seal
coat to protect the decals. Several manufacturers offer solutions for this purpose.

Note:  You may wish to apply your choice 
of weathering prior to the final seal coat.



Final Result
One of the most rewarding aspects of the hobby is completing a custom painted and
decaled piece of equipment into service on your layout. Give it a try!



FINISHED EXAMPLES . . .



N Scale locomotive finished with Microscale Industries screen printed decals
(cab numbers, CN logograms, frame stripes, class lights, and ACI label)



N Scale locomotive finished with mix of Microscale and custom decals
(Microscale lightning stripe and number boards, custom cab logos and numbers)



N Scale passenger coaches finished with custom inkjet printed decals



For many years, the only way to letter Canadian freight cars was with dry transfers.
Freight car finished with CDS dry transfers (burnished onto model with a pencil)



Freight cars finished with Mainline Decals screen printed decals
for the carbodies and Microscale decals for the safety placards



Freight car finished with Microscale Industries screen printed decals.  There was no set
for these cars; all of the decals on this model were obtained from sets for other cars.



Freight car finished with custom inkjet printed decals.  The Procor logogram came without the 
white background; white decal trim film was used to create the white background for the logo.



Freight car finished with custom inkjet printed decals.  The decal for the PGE map logogram 
was applied over the rib using additional softening and sequential application (on rib first.)



Freight cars finished with custom inkjet printed decals.  The decal for the PGE was cut to fit 
around the stiffener below the top chord, and a second piece was then applied over top.



Work equipment finished with custom decals printed on home laser printer



Work equipment finished with custom inkjet and laser printed decals
(Some models are never going to see decals produced for them.)



Work equipment finished with custom inkjet decals prior to final assembly



Vehicles finished with Microscale Industries screen printed decals



Vehicles finished with Microscale decals for the licence plates 
and custom decals for the door logos and truck numbers



Tractor and trailer finished with custom inkjet printed decals (The decal for the rear 
doors was cut and segmented to give the appearance of being behind the door rods.)



Tractor and trailer finished with custom inkjet printed decals (metallic finish).  Microscale 
decals were used for the rear lights and side reflectors.  Time for a beverage!



Questions?

Thank you for attending!




